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This seasonal newsletter is 

produced by the City of 

Timmins’ Communications 

Department for the benefit 

of the public. Our goal is to 

produce a quarterly 

bulletin, providing our 

residents with information 

we feel is relevant and of 

interest based on the 

current season.  

We hope you will find value 

in reading this newsletter 

and learn more about our 

operations and our valued 

employees, who work hard 

to provide you with city 

services.  

If there are municipal 

matters you would like to 

learn more about, we 

encourage you to contact 

us with any questions, 

comments and 

suggestions.  

Heather Duhn                                
heather.duhn@timmins.ca 

Should you have questions 

or concerns regarding your 

services, we encourage 

you to contact Service 

Timmins, and one of our 

Customer Service 

Representatives will be 

happy to help you.   

Online: service.timmins.ca  

Email 
servicetimmins@timmins.ca 
or call 705-264-1331 

After-hours emergencies: 
705-264-1201 

While City crews are working to keep the streets 

clean throughout the winter, we ask that 

residents please be patient and cooperative 

during this long, cold winter season.  

Plowing operations take priority over 
snow removal: Plowing operations 
fall under the Minimum Maintenance 
Standards as per the Highway Traffic 
Act, while snow removal is not required 
or mandated in any form. The City of 
Timmins  provides this service in order 
to enhance the level of road safety in 
the community. 

Clearing snow from private property: 
When clearing snow from your property, 
it is important to adhere to the 
guidelines set out in the City of Timmins 
Snow By-Law (1993-4162). Firstly, as 
residents, we must never place snow 
from our property out onto the street or 
sidewalk. Snow on the street or 
sidewalk can create various safety 
hazards, obstruct pedestrian traffic and/
or put the city at an unnecessary risk of 
liability. It is also important to ensure 
that the snow we clear to gain access to 
our driveways does not obstruct the 
view of drivers or put pedestrians at risk 
by forcing them to walk further onto the 
road than necessary.  

 If you see someone placing their snow 

on the street, and wish to report them, 
you may do so by contacting Service 
Timmins by telephone at 705-264-1331, 
online at service.timmins.ca or email 
servicetimmins@timmins.ca  

Keep hydrants clear of ice and snow: In 
an emergency, every second matters. 
Fire hydrants that are blocked, 
concealed or difficult to access due to 
snow or ice can impede emergency fire 
response. You can help reduce the risk 
by keeping nearby fire hydrants clear 
and accessible. The City of Timmins 
works hard to keep these clear. Please 
ensure you are not creating barriers 
when piling your snow.  

Extra caution when approaching 
equipment: The safety of our 
residents and staff is our number one 
priority, and we remind motorists to be 
extra vigilant when approaching snow 
plowing equipment. When safe to do so, 
the operators may at times back up or 
travel into opposing lanes. The operator 
of a road service vehicle is exempt from 
certain sections of the Highway Traffic 
Act when precautions are taken to 
eliminate any hazard. Motorists are 
advised to keep a safe distance from 
winter maintenance equipment, and if 
necessary and safe to pass, to always 
ensure they are seen by the operator. 

WINTERS CALL FOR COOPERATION 

MURAL WEAVES RICH TAPESTRY 
The walls of City Hall were the most 

recent to receive a fresh and vibrant 

display of history and culture within the 

City of Timmins. Funding for the mural 

project was procured by Misiway 

Milopemahtesewin Community Health 

Centre through the Ontario Arts 

Council. The goal of the mural project 

is to showcase the transfer of 

knowledge between Elders and Youth 

through visual art, with the premise 

being that Elders share traditional 

teachings with Youth who, in turn 

depict those teachings through murals. 
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DID YOU KNOW? 

In Northern Ontario, we are no strangers 
to the slips and slides on our roads, 
leading City of Timmins crews to use 
approximately 16,000 metric tonnes 
(that’s 35,273,962 pounds) of sand on 
our streets, roads and sidewalks every 
winter.  
 
The addition of our frigid cold 
temperatures has led our teams to mix 
salt into our sand at a ratio of three per 
cent to prevent our sand from freezing, 
but has no melting properties at that 
ratio. 

Straight salt is only used on Class 1, 2 
and 3 roads to try and maintain bare 
pavement throughout the winter, and only 
when pavement temperatures are -15C 
or warmer. These include roads such as 
the Connecting Link, Shirley to Lafleur, 
Lafleur, Laforest, Airport, Theriault, Ross 
and Jubillee. The salt is used to create a 
brine and prevent the bond of snow and 
ice to the road so it can be plowed off.  
 
A small number of high-speed Class 4 
roads are treated with a sand salt mix, 
such as Municipal, Fredrickhouse Lake 

Road and Kamiskotia, the rest of the 
roads and streets under Class 4, 5 and 6 
are only sanded for traction and are 
allowed to form snow-pack conditions.  
 
On average, the City spreads between 
6,500 and 7,000 metric tonnes of salt per 
winter on our class 1, 2 and 3 roads.  

Sand is delivered mixed and stacked for 
less than $10 per metric tonne, while salt 
has increased in price by 12 per cent 
since last year and is in excess of $120 
per metric tonne.   

MAKING SENSE OF THE USE OF ROAD SALT 

Despite the dangers involved, Public Works crews have patched 30,767 potholes in 2018, and 26,722  in 2019. 

We all know potholes are a point of frustration for motorists, but what some people don’t understand is the risk our crews 

take every time they step our onto the road to patch them. The current process of patching a pothole requires a minimum 

of four bodies, to a maximum of six, using a rolling closure plan defined in Book 7.  

SNOW, it’s our favorite four letter word. 

Every year we get piles of it.  We also like 

to make things with it, like trails and tracks 

and moguls. We’ve discovered that it’s 

even good for holding up your ice-fishing 

rod just right.  

Here, exciting outdoor recreation 

opportunities are endless and include 

snowmobiling, cross-country and downhill 

skiing, snowshoeing, snowboarding, ice 

fishing and the Hollinger outdoor rink. You 

can even treat yourself to a true Canadian 

experience, a horse drawn sleigh ride 

through the boreal forest.  

Some of Ontario’s best cross-country skiing 

and snowshoeing takes place from 

Porcupine Ski Runners, with great downhill 

skiing and snowboarding available at the 

Kamiskotia Snow Resort. Both are located 

within city limits. Timmins is also the 

ultimate destination for a snowmobile 

vacation. Here, riders enjoy spectacular 

scenery, while logging hundreds of 

kilometres on our network of uncongested, 

perfectly groomed trails. With an average 

annual snowfall of close to 10 feet, this 

snowmobile destination is said to be “best 

in class”.  

Winter in Timmins is special. The stunning 

beauty of the Boreal Forest, combined with 

Mother Nature’s artistic work, provides for 

postcard-perfect scenery.  

As you experience our many winter 

delights, you will immerse yourself in the 

never ending canvas of stark beauty and 

solitude, altered only by a variation of wind 

and fresh powder leaving you breathless 

every step of your journey, knowing full well 

that this magnificent and natural “canvas” is 

not available for viewing anywhere else.  

TIMMINS WINTERS ARE SNOW MUCH FUN 


